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Response to Flint's June 8, 2007 Supplemental Repoli
The purpose ofthis report is 10 re.'pond TO the June 8, 2007 supplemental report of
Samuel s. Flim, which is a critique of my analysis provided in the C2se ofRadaszewski Y.
Maram.11r. Flim's report is broken imo t,ve> diSTinCT sections, "Critique of the 'VI'emer
Cost Projection" and "Critique ofthe \Yerner Amicipated Health Care System Impacts". I
will respond in the same manner 10 simplif) references to Mr. Flint's report.

Response to section titled "Critique of the \\'erner Cost Projection"
Medical Necessitv

Mr. Flint's first issue concerns medical necessity. He describes it 2S, "the most
fundamental methodological processes required /:,r a reasonable health care cost
projection.:- He then stmes thm the COS1 proje::tion from my report "complete): ignores
lTIedical necessity:: because of the assumption made that participants could shift fTom a
nursing hOlllt setting to a community-basee serring.
The comparison of nursing home residents to 24 hours of registered nurse (R-'J) care is
made because that is the amount of care being requested for Eric Radaszewski, which is
beyond what has been authorized under the federally appruved waiver prO~'Tan1
commonly referred to as the Home Services Program (HSP). The premise of my analysis
is that Eric Radszewski is requesting seryices not only beyond the current program but
also that 24 hours ofR-'I care is not medical necessar\,. Mr. Flint's premise is that the
request of Eric Radaszweski is medically nccessary.
Part of the dispute between the plaintiffs and defendants in this case is whether or not 24
hours ofR-'I care for Eric Radaszweski is medically necessary. That is an issue of fact
that is in the Court's pun'iew and beyond the scope of my expertise or l\1r. Flint's. Until
the Coun rules on this disputed fact, it is completely appropriate for my analysis to be
based on the premise held by the State, that Eric Radaszewski is requesting care not unly
beyond the scope ofthe federally approved HSP but also beyond medical necessity.
Under the premise that Eric Radaszewski is seeking care that is not medically n~cessary
Then the logical conclusion is that granting his request to receive such care seTS a
precedent for other beneficiaries to request and receive non-medically ne:::essary care
also. Ivlr. Flint's criticism that my analysis "completeiy ignores medical Decessity" is
based solely on a point of disputed bet on which the Court has nol ruled. Therefore. il
cannoi be considered either a valid or rekya.m criticism uf lny a:12.lysls.
Neither lvlr. Flint nor I are qualified to determine the medical needs of Eric Radaszewski.
'\1r. Flint is appwpriaiely allowed to consider the premise put fonvard by the plaintiffs as
true, just as I am allowed to consider the defendaut's premise as being True. It is sin1pl}
inappropriate for Mr. Flint 10 use a disputed fact. On which he lacks the expertise to
opine, to discredit an a.TJ.alysis.
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Even though hfr. Flinfs criticism on the mane:- is neither valid nor re1eY3.Dl because of
his use of disputed fact as the basis of his criticism, The analysis still holds strong even if
one considers the premise of the plain-::i=rs to be true, that Eric Radszewski is requeSIL.lg
care that is medically necessar)'.

F or the sake of argument the question becomes: wouie other individuals be able to
recelve increased sen·jces if Eric Radaszewski received 24 hours ofR..~T care daily and
thaT care \-vas delerrniIlt;d to be medically necessa:-y for him? 1v1r. Flint assumes That
answer is no, ho\vever, I rhink it is answered yes.
Medical need of 24 hours of daily R.c"" care does noT mean that the nurse is perfonming
medical duties every single second of every minute during the 24 hout period. The
patient simply needs to have immediate access (0 a nurse at all times for their medical
needs to be mel. Patients in nursing homes have access to nursing care 24 hours a day
even though each patient needs direct medical care to a varying degree. Home and
Community Based Service (HCBS) waivers like the HSP are required under federal law
(0 demonstrate cost -neutrality. In other words, the sef\·ices proy·ided by HSP cannOl
exceed the cost of providing institutional care.
Even if 24 hours ofR.c'\ care is medically necessary for Eric Radaszewsh that amount
would exceed the cost-neutrality test for the HSP program. In the analysis it shows that
the daily cost of care for Eric is $672 per day which far exceeds the average of $74 per
day for nursing horne care and the average 0[$255 per day for an indiyidual in the
exceptional care pro:O'Tam on a ventilator, the highest cost group under the exceptional
care program. Just 3 he'urs of nursing care at $28 per hour (S672 ':::'4 hours) would
exceed the cost-neutrality based on a nursing home setting. The limit would be 9 hours
for the exceptional care person on a ventilator.
Ifmedical need is determined TO O\'erride the cost-neutrality limits established under the
federally approved waiver for the HSP, then it would clearly necessiTate a Stale only
program sef\"ing indi\'iduals "l'ith medical needs that can be met in the commuuity with a
service package that exceeds federal cost-neutrality requirements. The new program limit
would be based on the highest level of care offered, in this case 24 hours ofRt\ care,
which is effectively no limit. \\'i(hout a cost-neutrality limit in place, then every single
person in a nursing home would be eligible for home and community based services. The
limiting factors become the availabiliTY of community support, financial support for nonmedical needs, and adequate housing.
hon1c residenTs have yarying dEgrees of need for nursing care. A.ll of them !TIay
not need access for a full 24 hours but wiThout cost-neutrality as a limit and medical need
having a limiT set at 24 hour::; a day, every nursing home resident could rcceiYe nursing
care in a community setting. It is more than reasonable to think that many indiyiduals
might be interested in such a prognrn if offered. Ever ifThev· didn't need a full 24 hours.
many probabl~y ~?\"ould need in excess of the 3 or 9 hours currently limiting the progranl
\·ia cost-neutrality.
~ursing
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As staTed in m}' analysis, my p:.rrpQse was to identii)-" the potential n1axinJUD1 impact of
such a change. A true max.imum ·wilh·Ju:: any other considerations would be }OOS/~ of the
nursing horne residents. At no point do I ever suggest that I 00% of nursing horne
residentS will seek such services. Instead I attempt to put a more practical perspectiw 011
the analysis by estimating the number of individuals that would transition 10 the
community iflimits on cost-neutrality were eliminated.

The 10% Estimate and Data Critique
Me. Flint states in the second paragraph of his repon that my repon "proyides extremel,
misleading data", however .Mr. Flint never in any pan of his critique challenges the
validity of the numerical data used for the calculation. Instead Mr. Flint challenges the
assumptions used in the calculations, mOST notably the assumption of a I 0% shift of
nursing home residents to the community and a 10% shift ofHSP panicipams to a higher
lcvel of care.
Me. Flint states, 'The 'Verner estimalC makes no pretense of actuarial sophisticatioG. ,.
The word pretense is defined as, "insincere or feigned behavior: something done or a WO)
of behaving that is not genuine, but is intended to deceive somebody'" I agree. At no
point do I pretend that my analysis is meant to be a highly technical acmarial modeL
Although I have used actuarial techniques in the past, the analysis for this case was a
simple mathematical approach to identif)' the potential maximum impact, which could
also be characterized as a worsi-case scenario. A cOll1plex analysis is not necessarily
more accurate than a simple ana1ysis nor is a simple analysis invalid becRnse of its
simplicirv. \1r. Flint's report appears to imply such but does not provide support for that
point.
The one assumption that Mr. Flint refers to repeatedly is what he calls the "arbitrary
10%". Again, the purpose of my analysis was to simply idenlify the potential max.imum
impact. The maxirnwn population is 100% since everyone's medical needs could be met
within the maximum amount allowed, which would be 24 hours a day. Because of the
multiple variables that affect such a shift: numher of hours each individual needs, does
the person have someplace to live, is there family support, does the person have adequate
finances, ct cetera; ir is reasonable and logical that not everyone ""ill he abk to shift mtd
not everyone "yill need the ma.ximum amount of hours.
For the maximum irnpaC"l TO be reasonable, i-c need~d to be adjusted. I calculated four
possible percents of pOTmlation shift, 1S/(I, 10%\ 20Cj-o, and 30':<). The val ue of 1~/c gave The
analysis the flexibility to calculate "arious popUlation shift l~yels by simply taicing the
value for J% and multiplying it by the chosen leveL I used my professional judgment ano
e>;periencc to decide that it W2S highly uCllikcly fo~ m8re iclJ.an 30% of the populati,ln tD
shift. In general. a small number of people generate a large portior: ofthc health care
costs, frequently referred to as the 80-20 mle. Therefore a small portion of the nursirlg
1 Definition #1 from IvlSl'-.T Encanc. anEnt dic::-iona.,,)hup://encana.msn.coITJencnctiearures/dictionary;'dicTiona..ryl1ame.2.Spx
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home population is liKely 10 neec nursing care in amounIS greater than Ihe .3 or 9 hours
daily that exceed cost-neutrality. For discussion purposes it was reasonable to use a \"alue
of 10% to illustrate ho,,>; 2. "ery small number of people could generate 2. significant
amount of increased COSIS.
At no point do I assert in my analysis thal I O~/O clIhe population \\:ould shift te· receiving
24 hours ofR.1\" care in the communhy. I never used such absolute terms becal!se the
analysis ,,\'as nm meanI to determine an absolute conclusion. 1t was only intended to gil!e
a reasonable estimate ofIhe maximum impac.. thaI could potentially occur to pro\'ide
understanding as to how it does nm take a very large population shif-: IC' become very
expensive. I aclmowledge lhat fmiher analysis would need to be completed 10 a,rive at a
more precise number.
Iv1r. Flint criticizes the 10% bUlncver opines on what number is appropriate 10 establish
the maximum impact. 1v1r. Flim does offer (he suggestion of using the Minimum Data Set
(MDS) to make the number more precise. The }'IDS does have data that could be used to
further defme a populmion but it does not give a complete picmre. The State and nursing
home providers did agree to a reimbursement system based on the MDS bUl data
appropriate to setting reimbursement is still incomplete. Again, the purpose of my
analysis was to identify the potentialmaximnm impact and that could be reasonably
accomplished without a detailed review of MDS records. That approach is consistent
with the types of quick legislative and policy analyses performed when complete data is
not readily accessible or unavailable. Mr. Flint does identify the MDS as a data source
but fails (0 offer a suggestion how thai data could be used in perfonning an analysis.

1'v11'. Flint' 5 other approach to critic.izjng my analysis is to compare it 10 the analysis of
1\1[. .Tvfenenburg. Specifically, 1\1r. Flint COTl1pareS the results of our t\vo analyses and
comments on the variance between our IV-/O conclusions. Basically the argument of !\1r.
Flint is that since my numerical conclusion is so much higher tban Mr. Menenburg' s it
can't possible be reasonable. Clearly since my analysis is intended to represent the upper
bound of costS, my analysis has to be higher than Mr. Menenburg's attempt to more
precisely identify the costs. Mr. Flint simply uses the significant variance in these two
analyses to use shock rather than fact to dispute the results of the analysis.
Mr. Flint concludes this section of his analysis by stating, "In my opinion this potential
exposure to the Slare flies in the face of COlDmon sense~ v.,Thich is not too surprising
give(n) its conlple1e lack of scientific rigor" It appears that he is arguing that scientific
rigor is necessary for COmmon sen~;e. The definition of common sense :=t]one is suftlcient
to show the invalidity of this concluding statement. Common sense is defined "s, "good
.i udgment: sonnd practical judgment derived from eXDcrience rather than
studv"(emphasis added). My eleven years of experience performing analv·ses conceming
policy and fiscal issues affecting the S::ate of Illinois :G1edicaid progr3lTl h2.s provided me
with a great deal of experience and knowledge. Such experience and knowkdge is
inyaluable in performing analyses like this one and pwyides a practical approach railter
than a theoretical one. The lack ofyalidity in Mr. flinT'S concluding statement is
appropriale for a critique that is heay)' 0.:1 negatiye -words and arguments based em
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disputed facts. TI1e cost projection in this 2-ll.aJysis \,,"as intended 10 be a simple yei: \,2..:id
approach to identify a m~ximurD impa:.L l\i!'. Flint neyer chall~nges the c2-Jculations, ani).'
the assumptions, and still doesn'1 offer the Cour;: a!:;.- opinion 2.S 10 v;hat the assumptions
should be or why. ~jy. Fliu! fails to provide auything indicating that the "arbitraT) 10%"
is grossly unreasonable or impossible. Illstead he substirutes pontifications of academic

ru-rogance.

Response to section titled "Critique of the 'Verner Anticipated Health
System Impacts"
Impacts on the Illinois Nursin!,: Labor Force
Mr. Flint cites the quadrennial report from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Seryices (DHHS) Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSAI, The
Regis~cred )Vurse Population: ]v'arional Sample Survey of Registered .Nurses. Alar(;h
2004." Comrary to Mr. Flint' 5 statement I did not ignore this intcmnation. 1 used other
documents to illustrate the commonly held opinion that there is a shortage of nurses. Me.
Flint uses this preliminary report to challenge that view but the final repmi is much more
comprehensive.

tIL Flint flrst refers to the increase in wages as reported in Chart 7 ofthe preliminary
report he utilized. The report does show that salary increase for RN's once adjusted for
3
inflation increased less than 1% for the period between 1992 aud 2000 However, I find
no reference or statement in that sec1ion to support 1v1r. Flinfs assertion that Lh~re \vas a
nursing shortage in that period. The final report does state that there was a.. "perceived
nursing shortage from 1988 to 1992,·4 In that time frame inflation-adjusted salaries for
nursing increased by 11.2 percent aud rhe report states that it indicates a, "significant
eeouomic demaud for R.Ns over this period.'" Neither version ofthe report supports Mr.
Flint's characterization that the 14% increase in inflation-adjusted wages from 2000 to
2004 was "a 'catch up' from the eight year period of stagnant compensation growth""
Mr. Flint argues that Illinois is better offrhan Other states and implies that there is not a
shortage or a need to be concerned ahout wage inflation. HRSA however, published
another report that is vcr\, useful titled . What is Behind HRSA 's Projected Supply,
Demand, and Shortage of Regiswred ~Yurses. This report details the design of a modd to
project the supply of nurses and another to project the demand for nurses. This repOJi
indicates that in 2005 lhaI the supply uf nurs-cs (mly I11el 909-0 of th~: demanJ \\'ith a
projection that if the currenttrends do not change then only 64% of demand will be met

: For clarification it should Denoted tharthe P,elimin:rry Findings ofiliat repon where actually proyided
\vith 1\'.1r. Flint's analysis. I will ruse be refe:-ring to t.1e final report that \\'23 issued Idarch 2006.
'lLRSA Preliminary Finciings, p2.ge 10
~ HRSA Final Report,. page 2]
, [bid.
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b)" 2020. Illinois is better offihaD the nation as a \YDo1e \yith 9S~~O of demand met in
2005 and 71 ~o of demand met in 2020~, ho\vever, t.~at assumes current t'ends so an
increase in demand of any magnimde will only e:xacerbate the problem. The repon
further indicates that an annua1 increase in R:.'\T salaries of:; %) would be necessary 10 keep
pace v.:ith the f,'Tow1h in demand but demand would still be in excess of supply. S
6

Mr. Flint st8leS that. "Illinois has 24.3 13 licensed ~'1s who are currently not employed",
however. he should have completed the sentence bv adding "in nursing".o \\ ·ithout those
words it incorrectly implies that Illinois has a lot of unemployed nurses looking for work.
Instead only 4.1 % of nurses not employed in nursing listed "Difficult to find a'iucsing
job" as a reason they aren:t working in nursinf:.l: The report indicates that the ilnplication
of Mr. Flint's statement is false.
Mr. Flint then reviews the number of employed nurses per 100,000 popUlaTions to
illustrate that Illinois is better off than other staws. I agree with his comparison that
Illinois has more employed nurses per 100. 000 people than the national average.

However. having more employed nurses thar. the national average does not lucan Illinois
has enough nurses. ~4.s discussed ~lbovc: Illinois has a smaller shortage of nurses now than
the national average and is projected lO be bener offthan the national average in 2020,
but a shortage is still a shortage.
In short, the reports fTom HRS.I\ indicate that there is a current shortage of nurses in
Illinois and nation wide that is projected to get worse if there are no changes made in the
factors driving supply and demand. Moving individuals from con!n·egate care setting into
indiy·idual setlings will increase the demand for nurses in lllinois. \\·age inflation is likelv
in an environment where demand eXCeeds supply.
Potential Shortage of S.NF beds
I agree with Mr. Flim that Illinois in aggregate has more nursing home beds than
currently needed. My analysis neyer asserted that there would be a statewide shortage of
nursing home beds. Instead my point was that in some areas ofthe state which may only
have One nursing home might find it difficult to offer sen·iccs if occupancy drops due to
individuals moy·ing out. J\ 0 matter what there will alw3\'s be some indiyiduals who will
need to reside in a nursing horne. In femme areas access could become an issue ifsmall
nursing homes no longer are able to maintain a minimum nUD1ber of residents. In those
cases people may be forced to relocate frorn their local areas to larger Jreas to find the
care they need. Large urban areas can easily handle such pressures and likely do a better
job of sen·ir:.g palients but more ruru] a~eas will :;ee their choices disappear. 1',,1r. Flint's
critique only addresses this issue on a macro leveL whieh hides the ptoblem that could
occur in sD1aller communities.

HRSA Projections; page 27 exhibit 24.
HRSA Projections, page 32-53 exhibit A- 3.
o F..RSA ProjecTions, D8ue 11.
~ h'RSA PrelimiTIaI}; Fi;ciings, page; 9; ~--=RS:~'~ Fir.al RepJr~ Table 51 page .t...-:53
]c1-IRSA FinalRepo~ Ta~le 40 page A-41
f
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Unaddressed Impacts
Mr. Flim concludes his report by indica:ing ihat savings from increased home-based care
should be also considered. Savings can be attained ifTh" rules in the currem HSP are
adhered to and individuals receive service plans that are cost-neutral compare 10 an
institutional level of care. Right now that is achieved hy mixing care from R>'!s with less
expensive personal assistants. iUlYThing in excess of3 hours ofR-"J care for a nonexceptional care nursing home rcsidem or 9 hours for someone comparahle 10 an
exceptional level of care would exceed the cost-neutrality limits. Without those limits ihe
HSP prograru cannot save money. Since individuals with needs helow the cost-neutralit)
level already have access to the HSP prograru it is unlikely many will move into ihe HSP.
Me. Flint's critique fails to offer any type of data or eSTimates as to how savings can he
achieved by providing scrTices in excess of the current cost-neutrality limits in the
federally approved HSP.

Conclusion
Mr. Flint's report uses inflammatory language to cast aspersions on the analysis
performed rather Than provide valid criticism or data to contradict the numeric results of
the analysis. His critique fails to provide more than a superficial review. My analysis
provides a simply, logicaL and reasonable estimate ofthe pOlential maximum impact to
the State if the current program limits ofthe HSP arc effectively removed by providing a
service package tc' Eric Radasze\\'ski in excess of the cost-neutrality constrainls as
required under the waiver approved by the federal government.
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